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SCHOOL ZONE-Flash Cards. These are a great way to help your child learn while making it fun!

This package contains one box of flashcards. Available in a variety of different age groups and

subject options; each sold separately. Made in USA.
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The Time and Money flash cards feature 25 time and 30 money cards, 5 time tip cards, and 1

parent card. The parent card gives you ideas on how to introduce the concept of time and money

using both the cards and real-life experience.These cards teach children how to read both digital

and analog clocks including how many minutes are in an hour and the meaning of the short and

long hands on a clock. An example of one of the time cards shows a pocket watch showing 10 til 5;

the back shows 4:50 on the face of a digital watch.The money cards feature pennies, nickels, dimes

and quarters. Sometimes the front and back of each coin are shown. For example, one card shows

the front and back of a quarter. On the other side, it says "Place your coins on the spaces to equal

50 cents". There are two circles where a child can place actual coins in the spaces provided,

reinforcing coin recognition. Coin combinations and amounts are also depicted. For example, one

card shows 10 nickels. The other sides says 50 cents, 10 nickels.Geared towards children ages 6

and up, School Zone Time and Money flash cards are a great way to introduce children to these



concepts and then apply them to real world situations. Great product!

I bought a bunch of these cards for my son because he was having a little trouble in school. Having

ADHD, it is hard for him to focus on something "boring" for long. These cards have been a lifesaver

for both of us. He can focus for way longer than if we were doing it just on paper and we even make

it a game at times.These are the ones I bought and have used with great success:-Time and

Money-Phonics Made Easy-Sight Words-Alphabet-Math War

This is a great tool, along with a wooden block clock available through .com. to help a preschooler

learn time and money. I purchased another book on money to help my tutee learn about money to

put into his Spiderman bank. He was born in March and will go to kindergarten later. He is also an

ESL student with parents from Mexico who speak Spanish en la casa. I ask him questions and

statements en espanol y el responde en ingles.

Bought these as a last gift for some students in my class working on time and money when school

ended. Good price and nice big, colorful pictures. My students love flashcards and these did not

disappoint.

My six-year-old does NOT want to learn time on an analog clock... I have been trying...and

trying...and trying all kinds of different ways... I found a mediocre set of time-flash cards where I live

(on a US territory far, far away) and posted them on a wall by a clock with labels of the time shown

and that has helped for the o'clocks...but the rest are still "tricky" for her...I broke these babies out

after receiving them last week and, at least for a short period, they kept her interested in learning a

bit more because of the cute and changing pictures, front and back, on the cards...big and little

hands are clearly shown and in different colors... She even showed interest in the money cards >:D

...another nemesis... again, with great ideas/pictures to capture attention...Nice quality... Kept her

interest ~ even if just for a little while... A bargain at twice the price!! :)

Nice set of flash cards for the price. They can bend easily so be careful. Still worth it though! I have

quite a few sets and I am happy with them.

These flashcards were great! We used them over the summer to help my 1st grader learn to tell

time and count money.



Great cards. Simple and perfect for introducing somewhat similar concepts to my 6yr old so he can

master them at home while learning in school.
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